ENJOY THE DIFFERENCE

NEWSLETTER
ANVERA 48 PROJECT
A NEW ANVERA IS BEING MANUFACTURED
The construction of a new model of Anvera has begun at our shipyard in
Misano Adriatico (Italy) and we are proud to announce the launch of the
new Anvera 48 at the beginning of 2018, which will be available for the
Summer Season 2018.

Full Carbon Shape
With Anvera 48 once again we
wish to confirm our philosophy of a
product entirely built in carbon, like
Anvera 55.

An eco friendly product

Carbon fiber means
.superior strength
.lighter weight
.bigger efficiency
.less energy to move
.faster speed
.remarkable low fuel consumption
.less waste
.less pollution
.less Co2 emissions
.more respect for the environment

All the advanced technology products are in carbon: the new generation of
aircrafts are in carbon, formula 1 is in carbon, high technology cars are in
carbon, the wind turbines are in carbon, just to mention a few examples.

Carbon fiber
allows also to realise
FORMS OF DESIGN not
feasible with traditional
material and Anvera is
a perfect example of
this with its modern
and innovative trendy
design.

Based on this, we are setting up a new shipyard
of 2.000 square metres totally dedicated to carbon fiber molding...

…because we do manufacture
OUR OWN CARBON.
The elegant simplicity of its lines, designed in accordance with functionality,
combined with a notable comfortable space on board, from the huge beach
area on transom to the cabin self, has resulted in a harmonious and sporty
vessel come out of the pencil of Aldo Drudi with his incomparable Design.

“a new way to live the sea"
"The new Anvera 48 will be presented in world wide
premiere at Versilia Yachting Rendez-Vous held
in Viareggio (Lucca) Italy from 10th to 13th May 2018"
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